D2 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022
FRI 19 AUG 2022
Men -80kg  Contestants: 11

Round of 16  Quarterfinals  Semifinals  Final  Semifinals  Quarterfinals  Round of 16

NEXT FIGHTS

DRAW WITH LIVE RESULTS

VIDEO STREAMING

(1) NICKOLAS Carl Alan USA
(9) ALEJANDRO-VARGAS D PUR
(8) GONZALEZ Alejandro PUR
(5) RODRIGUES Henrique BRA
(4) ROBLETO David NCA

(3) TREJOS Miguel COL
(x) MERCIER Charlelie CAN
(6) PASTOR Jose MEX
(7) CHURCHILL Joaquin CHI
(10) PINCHERLI Kelvyn CAN
(2) HERNANDEZ Moises DOM

Classification

(x)Seed
D2 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022
FRI 19 AUG 2022
Men -68kg Contestants: 19

Round of 32 Round of 16 Quarterfinals Semifinals Final Semifinals Quarterfinals Round of 16 Round of 32

(1) PIE Bernardo DOM
(18) AVROYA Noah USA
(x) BOWMAN, Steven USA
(9) SAMOTSHOZO Wardell BOT
(8) GOMEZTAGLE Uriel MEX
(5) PAZ David Felipe COL
(12) NAVEA Sebastian CHI
(13) CURRAN Fergus USA
(4) HARRIS Khalfani USA
(1) PIE Bernardo DOM
(16) AVROYA Noah USA
(x) BOWMAN, Steven USA
(9) SAMOTSHOZO Wardell BOT
(8) GOMEZTAGLE Uriel MEX
(5) PAZ David Felipe COL
(12) NAVEA Sebastian CHI
(13) CURRAN Fergus USA
(4) HARRIS Khalfani USA

Legend:
RSC: Win by Referee stops contest
PTG: Win by Point gap
SUP: Win by Superiority
DRE: Win by Disqualification
GDP: Win by Golden points
DDB: Win by Disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round
(x) Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DQO: Double Disqualification

Classification
D2 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022
FRI 19 AUG 2022
Men +87kg Contestants: 8

**Quarterfinals**

1. HEALY Jonathan USA 313
2. SANSORES Carlos MEX 517
3. SIQUEIRA Maicon BRA 517
4. BERGERON Marc Andre CAN 413

**Semifinals**

513

**Final**

619

**Classification**

Legend:

RSC: Win by Referee stops contest
RFT: Win by Final score
PTG: Win by Point gap
SUP: Win by Superiority
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DDQ: Double Disqualification
DQB: Win by Disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round
D2 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022
FRI 19 AUG 2022
Women -57kg Contestants: 9

Round of 16  Quarterfinals  Semifinals  Final

(1) PARK Skylar CAN
(3) DILLON Faith USA
(6) LECLERC Gabrielle CAN
(2) MACEDO Sandy BRA
(5) CASTILLO Melissa MEX
(4) GREENWOOD Makayla USA
(8) WEBER Logan USA
(7) ST-PIERRE Alycia CAN

Classification

LEGEND
RSC: Win by Referee stops contest
PTG: Win by Point gap
SUP: Win by Superiority
D60: Win by Disqualification
DQB: Win by Disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round
x: Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DDQ: Double Disqualification

D2 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022
FRI 19 AUG 2022
Women -57kg Contestants: 9

Round of 16  Quarterfinals  Semifinals  Final

(1) PARK Skylar CAN
(3) DILLON Faith USA
(6) LECLERC Gabrielle CAN
(2) MACEDO Sandy BRA
(5) CASTILLO Melissa MEX
(4) GREENWOOD Makayla USA
(8) WEBER Logan USA
(7) ST-PIERRE Alycia CAN

Classification

LEGEND
RSC: Win by Referee stops contest
PTG: Win by Point gap
SUP: Win by Superiority
D60: Win by Disqualification
DQB: Win by Disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round
x: Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DDQ: Double Disqualification
Women -49kg
Contestants: 14

**Round of 16**
(9) ROSADO Chanel PUR
(8) TAYLOR Ashley USA
(12) GALLARDO Francisca CHI
(13) VALDERRAMA Sabrina PUR
(14) MONELL Alondra PUR

**Quarterfinals**
(1) SOUZA Daniela Paul MEX
(8) TAYLOR Ashley USA
(5) BARROS Nivea BRA
(13) VALDERRAMA Sabrina PUR

**Semifinals**
(3) BEZERRA Camila BRA
(4) TRANQUILLE Viviane CAN
(10) OLIVAS Chrisley NCA

**Final**
(4) TRANQUILLE Viviane CAN

**Classification**

---

**LEGEND**
- RSC: Win by Referee stops contest
- PTG: Win by Point gap
- SUP: Win by Superiority
- D60: Win by Disqualification
- DGB: Win by Disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
- DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
- GDP: Win by Golden points
- PFT: Win by Final score
- WDR: Win by Withdrawal
- PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
- DD: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
- DDO: Double Disqualification

**xSeed**
- (x)Win by Punitive declaration

---
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D2 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022
FRI 19 AUG 2022
Women -46kg Contestants: 11

Round of 16  Quarterfinals  Semifinals  Final  Round of 16

(1) SANCHO Laura CRC
(8) SYLVESTER Marley USA
(8) SAEZ Daniela CHI
(5) VEGA Veronica PUR
(4) FAFARD Mathilde CAN

(3) CASTILLO Karoline PAN
(x) DELLA Hazel USA
(6) FONSECA Caliana USA
(7) SANCHEZ Sarai PUR
(x) OLIVEIRA Ana Julia BRA
(2) SANTOS Valeria BRA

Classification

(x)Seed  PFT: Win by Final score  GDP: Win by Golden points  WDR: Win by Withdrawal  PUN: Win by Punitive declaration  DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior  DDQ: Double Disqualification
D2 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022
FRI 19 AUG 2022
Women +73kg Contestants: 5

Quarterfinals

(1) RODRIGUEZ Katherin DOM
(5) VIANA Alena USA
(4) KECK Hannah USA

Semifinals

317
519
417

Final

Classification

LEGEND
RSC: Win by Referee stops contest
PTG: Win by Point gap
SUP: Win by Superiority
DQB: Win by Disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DDQ: Double Disqualification